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Get out of Town!
I G Liddell

Nine walking routes from Trafalgar Square through London
in the eight major compass directions

(with an easterly walk on each side of the River Thames)
until non-metropolitan waymarked walks are met

With acknowledgement to Wandelnet (Amersfoort, NL)
for the original idea

Uxbridge, 2019
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All photographs are by the author.

Routes and conditions are always in fl ux, and descriptions in the text may fall out of date.
The author cannot be considered responsible for any accident, loss, damage,

or inconvenience sustained by any person who ventures onto the path
having read this document or any of the individual path guides.

Each walker has sole responsibility to act and walk within the law,
taking full responsibility for her/his own safety and security,

and for the safety and security of all others and of their property.
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Introduction
The Dutch walking federation Wandelnet (https://www.wandelnet.nl/) has developed sets of walking 
routes radiating out from the centre of their towns and cities to the edge, where the national network 
of footpaths may be joined. The routes tend to start from the main railway station, which is useful as 
a start-point for visitors (and for completists, of course), but they are designed to be joined from any 
point on the route — for example, close to home.

I have tried to emulate this idea for London, and decided upon a route for each of the eight main 
compass directions, but it soon became obvious that I needed nine routes in total, with eastbound 
options on each side of the broadening Thames. Perforce, there must be some urban streets to be 
walked, but I have tried to incorporate traffic-free options wherever possible — parks, old railway 
trackbeds, canal and river towpaths, and simply wild areas.

Although the aim was to reach the “national footpath network” like the Dutch, our system is slightly 
different from theirs, so I interpreted the goal to be a link to a named route with waymarks and/or 
a walker’s guide. I then overlaid the need for a suitable end-point for the purposes of travel, so the 
connection with the “national network” is not necessarily the abrupt end of the route.

Choosing the routes
The fi rst choice was, inevitably, where to start 
the routes. Trafalgar Square is the zero-point 
for measuring road distances from London, 
and the square has many exits, so it was the 
obvious choice. The road numbering system has 
its focus at St Martin le Grand, near St Paul’s 
Cathedral, but too many routes would set off 
along the same fi rst streets if we started from 
that location. Trafalgar Square it is, then — at 
the foot of Nelson’s Column, to be precise.

Looking now at the destinations, some were 
fairly simple to choose: across the south, the 
North Downs Way is a clear goal. Others pose 
more of a problem, none more so than the 
eastbound route north of  the  river.  So  much 
of the area was impenetrable marshland for so 
many centuries that relatively few footpaths 
grew up to establish themselves in the local 
geography, and let us say that the northern 
Thames estuary towns have not exactly been a 
magnet for route-planners and authors.

Within the routes, it has been an iterative 
process, dragging the line a bit here, pushing 
it a bit there, all to maximise the use of green 
corridors. On some occasions, a whole area had 
to be re-imagined because a single path had 
been extinguished, or was in such a parlous 
condition that it could not be recommended. 
Eventually, the routes sett led down as they 
were walked. There is always, though, the 
opportunity  for  improvement,  and  the  routes 
will evolve further. Nelson’s Column, Trafalgar Square
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Getting to and from the routes
In all the researching and walking of the 
routes, I left my car at home: each day had to 
be proven accessible by public transport. I did 
not even drive to a nearby Tube station, but 
caught (generally) the fi rst bus of the day from 
my nearest stop. This demonstrated the great 
difference between Sunday walking and the 
rest of the week: the fi rst Sunday bus (at about 
0740, as opposed to 0610 on other days) meant 
that the day’s walk could not be started before 
1000, and sometimes even later. I aim to fi nish 
the day’s walk by 1400 if at all possible, because 
that’s when the heat is switched off by the sun 
in winter (earlier if you are to the north of high 
ground).

In the individual route guides, useful bus 
stops and stations are noted, with link routes 
described if they are not on the route itself. 
Because the routes stray beyond the Transport 
for London area, you will need both their 
journey planner (https://tfl.gov.uk/) and, for 
navigating the outer reaches of the routes, the 

national Traveline site (https://www.traveline.info/) to plan your days.

Sustenance on the routes
London is full of corner shops, shopping parades, huge supermarkets, pubs and cafés — so surely 
there is no problem? In fact, threading a traffic-free route through the city can mean that they are few 
and far between on the route itself. Make use of them where you can (and help the local economy), 
but be sure to have an edible Plan B in your pockets or rucksack.

Clothing and footwear
Wear footwear and clothing appropriate to the terrain. Heavy walking boots should be unnecessary: 
a decent pair of trainers are quite adequate for the urban sections of the routes in dry conditions, but 
only if they still have springy, uncompacted soles. Old, worn-down shoes will set your feet tingling 
after some time pavement-pounding.

If you wear a pair of slightly padded walking socks (such as Bridgedale Merino — other 
manufacturers’ goods are also available), your shoes will be fi lled out nicely, and this will enhance 
your comfort when walking on the hard surfaces of streets and towpaths.

Normal clothing for a walk in the park should suffice for most of the route — after all, a fair 
proportion of these routes is a walk in the park. However, some footpaths in the rural sections (and 
indeed, some urban footpaths) are less walked than elsewhere, so nett les and brambles can fl ourish in 
profusion. In particularly challenging conditions, wearing shorts,  skirt or kilt invites countless  stings  
and  scratches, as does walking with bare arms. A well-fi tt ing hat and a pair of spectacles (or even 
goggles) will help avoid injury to your head and eyes. Indeed, ladies seeking protection from higher 
foliage may wish to consider the adoption of an appropriately padded sartorial solution!

Here, sturdy trousers and long-sleeved  shirts are in order, though even they are no match for the 
toughest  thorns. In  some areas,  you  may fi nd mud and/or waterlogged ground, or the dried-up 

Lunch at a friendly pub is always a welcome break
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remnants of mud (perfect for the twisting of ankles): walkers may prefer to wear lightweight boots on 
these stretches.

You should know that removing overhanging brambles (etc.) from a public footpath with a pair of 
secateurs has the full support of the law, just so long as you remove only sufficient obstruction to 
allow you to pass along the footpath. Using a fl amethrower in the manner of War of the Worlds may 
bring short-term satisfaction, but is beyond the scope of “clearing the way”.

Breaking down the distances
As noted above, break-points at suitable travel connections are given in the main texts. Each walk is 
divided into chapters of a few pages, but these are in no way rigid sections: please yourself where 
and when to begin or end a day’s outing. There are very few places which require more than 10km 
between connection-points, and these are fl agged in the text.

Finding the way
Of course, the fi rst step in fi nding the route is to read and to follow the detailed route-notes in the 
guides! But a map is still a very helpful aid, especially to fi nd context, exit routes and alternatives, 
and the very best maps for walkers are the Ordnance Survey Explorer series. Assuming that you have 
access to a computer and printer, there is a far bett er option open to you than buying paper maps.

A subscription to the Ordnance Survey’s online map service (for full details of their off erings, see 
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/osmaps/) is one of the best investments any walker in Great Britain can 
make. For less than £25 per year (at 2019 prices), this will give unlimited access to online Ordnance 
Survey cartography stretching from Shetland to Scilly: you will note that they have a range of 
subscription plans available.

With this subscription, you may import GPX routes and create your own routes: these may be stored 
in the cloud, accessible only to you with your account. Also, you may export basic GPX data for any 
route to a fi le, and the software is able to calculate optimal directions for road trips too. You may 
then print maps and route-plans, using your own decisions as to paper size (A4 or A3), scale, and 
orientation, without limit) for your personal use. The map quality is second to none, just as one 
would expect from the Ordnance Survey.

The A-Z atlases and maps are also useful for street names, etc., and show some of the paths, 
particularly in the built-up areas, but the limitations of scale are greater with a mapset which 
prioritises roads and streets, so the precision is diluted.

Needless to say, Google  
Maps (and other online 
services) can  show  the  
route of an imported 
GPX  fi le  on  top of their 
base maps. However, 
the quality of the map, 
and of the resultant 
print,  will  suffer   badly 
in comparison to the 
Ordnance Survey app’s 
offering.

Do not rely on a map on 
your smartphone: the 
drain on the batt ery as 
the phone polls for your 
location is signifi cant, Barn Hill (North-west)
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and the consequences of losing navigability 
because of batt ery drainage, while perhaps not 
quite as life-threatening as it was for the idiots 
who tried to navigate across the Lakeland Fells 
with a phone, are still serious.

It is a simple job to weigh up the options in 
order to maximise your value-for-money, and 
then make your choice in the matt er. Do not, 
however, leave it to chance, or be reduced to 
asking the locals: no matt er  how  kind  they 
are in helping you, your questioning is still an 
unnecessary imposition on them.

Background information
Throughout the text, I have att empted to give 
historical and other context to the areas through 
which you are passing. This may discuss a 
physical aspect of the route, such as the geology 
or architecture. Alternatively, it may point 
out something interesting in social terms — a 
famous resident, or a link with another route.

While each reader may have a favourite topic, it 
is hoped that there will be some interest for all 
in each of these inserts into the route-text.

Respecting the route
Responsible walkers will always obey the 
Countryside Code when in the country, but 
respect for the route does not stop at the 30mph 
signs. Whether you are on a street, a towpath, 
or any  other  part  of  the  route,  you  are  
only a guest passing through the community 

of others. The residents and other users have every right to expect that you do not abuse their 
environment while you borrow it for your transient use.

• Parking in residential roads at the start or end of your walk is dissuaded most strongly — 
use local car parks if you really must arrive by car (though using public transport is a far 
bett er option, especially in walking linear sections of the routes).

• Do not make excessive noise as you go along — play no music, and quiet conversation 
barely above a whisper is loud enough. Let the surroundings do the talking.

• Do not block the way for other users by walking in large groups or more than two abreast 
(this is, of course, the most civilised way to act wherever you walk, be that along Oxford 
Street or in the Outer Hebrides).

• Be extremely careful not to leave litt er anywhere. Always try to replenish your supplies 
at local shops, cafés, and so on: this helps to pay back the community for your use as you 
pass through.

Finally, be sure to enjoy your passage through the areas borrowed by the routes — and show it by 
smiling to the locals you meet.

Peter the Great, Deptford (East, south of the river)
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Summary and skeleton directions
At the beginning of each section is a summary and a set of skeleton set of directions. The purpose 
of these is to allow the walker to carry just the pages required … as long as the walker is confi dent 
enough. The route-fi nding is described in full detail in the narrative text which follows within  each 
section.

Above, you will see the summary table from the fi rst section: it is interpreted thus.

• The start and fi nish locations are given with a postcode for ease of homing in on an online 
map. Occasionally, the postcode will need to be qualifi ed by giving distance and direction, 
but most of the time, the hit will be close enough that there should be no ambiguity.

• The distance is given in kilometres (after all, that’s how the grid squares are constructed on 
the map), and the duration is based on Naismith’s rule at a fl at-ground pace of 5 kilometres 
per hour, and accounting for slope.

• Public transport access (and, in exceptional cases, taxi options) are given for the start and end 
of each section, and then for signifi cant locations between these points.

• Facilities (for example, shops, cafés and public toilets) are given in brief form, again for the 
start and end of the section, and for locations between these points. These are, of course, 
subject to fl uctuation, and the reader is urged to check wherever possible, and should not 
rely exclusively on their continuing existence. Please be certain that the mention of the 
existence of a facility does not imply its endorsement by the author.

Below, the skeleton directions for the fi rst section of the northern route are given, as they appear in 
the narrative.

Start Nelson’s Column, Trafalgar Square — WC2N  5DU

Finish Islington Green — N1  8DU

Distance 4.94km

Duration 1 hour 3 minutes

Ascent 41.8m

Access Good public transport access throughout.

Facilities All facilities available throughout this section.

1.1 Nelson’s Column, Trafalgar Square 0m

1.2 Exit NE corner of square; L; cross at Cavell statue to William IV St; L (Chandos Pl); 
ahead (Maiden Lane); L (Southampton St); R, L, R to Russell St, L on Crown Ct; R on 
Broad Ct; L on Drury Lane; R on Gt Queen St; cross Kingsway; Remnant St and N 
side of Lincoln’s Inn Fields; L (Newman’s Row) out to High Holborn; R to Chancery 
Lane stn.

2170m

1.3 L on Gray’s Inn Rd; R on Portpool Lane; ahead to Saff ron Hill; L and R onto 
Clerkenwell Rd (L pvt); cross Farringdon Rd; bridge ahead on L to Clerkenwell 
Green; L at Crown Tavern (Clerkenwell Cl); R at Horseshoe Inn; bear L to end of 
Clerkenwell Cl; ahead (Northampton Rd); ahead through barriers to Rosoman St; R 
(Garnault Pl); R (Rosebery Ave); L (Arlington Way) R to St John St; L and R (Owen 
St); ahead over Goswell Rd and City Rd; through Duncan Terr Gdns; L (Duncan St); 
R (Islington High St) to Islington Green.

2770m
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The red subsection numbers are repeated at the appropriate position in the narrative for the section; 
the distances in the right-hand column are not cumulative within a section, but rather, they are the 
distances for the individual subsections as described.

Skeleton directions are terse, with abbreviations. Compass points are given by the initials N, E, S and 
W, combining to give the sixteen main directions in the usual way. Other abbreviations, such as pvt 
(for pavement), stn (for station), or hosp (for hospital) should be obvious.

The fi rst mention of a station in a section identifi es, for services managed by Transport for London 
(TfL), the specifi c Tube, Overground, Tramlink or TfL Rail services operating from that station. 
Likewise, any non-TfL rail services are identifi ed by the relevant National Rail operator(s). 
Subsequent mentions of a station within a section will not repeat the operators’ details. Tube, rail and 
tram connections are not given explicitly when the abbreviation stn is used.

You will see that these directions are suffi  cient to follow the route if you have a capable map in your 
hand.

Below, you will fi nd the above directions, rendered less tersely, and with the abbreviations expanded. 
Fully expanded directions are, of course, to be found within the narrative text in the sectional 
documents.

Conventions used in this guide
One convention will already have been noted — the use of metric measurements. This is the logical 
choice to correspond with map scales. Most people can be happy to consider their natural walking 
pace at 6kph, 5kph, or 4kph: that translates to one kilometre per 10, 12, or 15 minutes respectively. 
Even 3kph comes out at a nice round 20 minutes per kilometre.

But other conventions give you, the reader, help in reading the text. Within the route sections of 
the guide (that is, excluding these preamble pages), black text is used to denote the detailed route 
descriptions, while coloured text is used for other types of information.

1.1 The section starts at Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square 0m

1.2 Leave the square by the north-eastern corner; cross the road at the statue of Edith 
Cavell to reach William IV Street; turn left onto Chandos Place, then continue 
ahead onto Maiden Lane); turn left onto Southampton Street; turn right, then left, 
then right again to reach Russell Street, turn left onto Crown Court; turn right onto 
Broad Court; turn left onto Drury Lane; turn right onto Great Queen Street; cross 
over Kingsway to enter Remnant Street and follow this street along the north side of 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields; turn left onto Newman’s Row and make your way out to High 
Holborn; turn right to reach Chancery Lane station.

2170m

1.3 Turn left onto Gray’s Inn Road; turn right onto on Portpool Lane; continue ahead 
to Saff ron Hill; turn left and then right onto Clerkenwell Road, and cross to use its 
left-hand pavement; cross over Farringdon Road; take the bridge ahead (the left-
hand one) to reach Clerkenwell Green; on the Green, turn left at the Crown Tavern 
onto Clerkenwell Close; turn right at the Horseshoe Inn; bear left to the end of 
Clerkenwell Close; press ahead on Northampton Road; continue ahead through 
the traffi  c barriers to reach Rosoman Street; go right onto Garnault Place; turn right 
onto Rosebery Avenue; turn left onto Arlington Way; turn right to reach to St John 
Street, where turn left and immediately right onto Owen Street; continue ahead over 
Goswell Road and then City Road; pass through Duncan Terrace Gardens; turn left 
onto Duncan Street, then right onto Islington High Street, and follow Islington High 
Street as far as Islington Green.

2770m
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• Text in black is used for detailed route description.

• Text in maroon is used for logistical information, such as access to public transport or the 
whereabouts of cafés, restaurants, pubs or shops.

• Text in blue is used for historical and other background information, and for descriptive 
discussion text.

• Text in green is used to discuss the links to the national network, and to describe 
alternative routes (and, exceptionally, walk-in/out routes which are more than a sentence 
or two).

Clearly, these classes of information may overlap in places to a greater or lesser degree, and there 
will be some leakage of text into what some readers may consider the ‘wrong’ colour. This is simply 
inevitable.

The compass
In writing the directions, I started with the usual left, right, half-left and so on. However, I found that 
these did not always meet the need in, say, Epping Forest, and I began to use compass-points in the 
descriptions. After all, many of our mobile phones have compass apps, and for those whose phones 
are missing the app … well, a basic Silva or Suunto (or similar) compass will be fi ne for these walks. 
Just don’t overuse your phone: you don’t want to drain the batt ery.

Of course, if you can see the sun, you can gauge directions prett y easily: it is in the east at 6am, in the 
south-east at 9am, south at noon, south-west at 3pm and west at 6pm (an hour later during summer).

The routes
The destinations and skeleton routes are given below, along with a schematic representation of the 
destinations. Including both Sevenoaks alternatives, this brings the total distance to a touch less 
than 550km — the equivalent of walking from Trafalgar Square to the Scott ish border at Marshall 
Meadows, north of Berwick-upon-Tweed … or, in the opposite direction, to Metz .

Schematic representation of destinations
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Grand Union Canal refl ections, Norwood Green (West)

The total ascent of the routes as shown is a shade short of 5300m, just a few rocks less than four Ben 
Nevis climbs from Fort William.

All the guide texts may be found in PDF format at https://lwalks.wordpress.com — follow the London 
drop-down, and you will fi nd Get out of Town! most easily in the alphabetic list of London walks. The 
links to individual routes give access to the sectional documents for each route.

East (north of the Thames) — Southend-on-Sea (97.87km; 483.9m ascent)
Tower of London, Limehouse, Three Mills, Beckton, Dagenham, Elm Park, South Ockendon, 
Chadwell St Mary, Tilbury, Coalhouse Fort, Corringham, Pitsea, Benfl eet and Leigh-on-Sea

North-east — Epping (36.29km; 333.5m ascent)
Aldwych, Smithfi eld, Hoxton, Stratford, Wanstead Flats, Snaresbrook and Chingford.

North — Hatfield (46.73km; 505.3m ascent)
Angel, Clissold Park, Finsbury Park, Highgate, Mill Hill, Barnet and South Mimms.

North-west — Hemel Hempstead (51.46km; 622.7m ascent)
Primrose Hill, Hampstead Heath, Welsh Harp, Barn Hill, Harrow Hill, Pinner, Oxhey Woods, 
Cassiobury Park and Kings Langley.

West — Maidenhead (60.74km; 355.5m ascent)
Hyde Park, Holland Park, Ravenscourt Park, Gunnersbury Park, Boston Manor, West Drayton, 
Iver, Langley Park, Stoke Poges, Burnham Beeches and Cookham.

South-west — Guildford (60.65km; 484.2m ascent)
St James’s Park, Batt ersea Park, Clapham Common, Wimbledon Common, New Malden, 
Hogsmill Valley, Ashtead Common, Leatherhead, Horsley and the Wey Navigation.

South — Gatwick (61.72km; 891.3m ascent)
Parliament Square, Kennington Park, 
Brockwell Park, Dulwich, Penge, South 
Norwood, Lloyd Park, Sanderstead, 
Coulsdon Common, Merstham, South 
Nutfi eld, Outwood and Smallfi eld.
South-east — Sevenoaks (50.82km 
with 675.9m ascent, or 51.28km with 
596.1m ascent via Darent Valley)
Elephant and Castle,  Burgess  Park,  
Peckham Rye, Honor Oak Park, Beckenham 
Place Park, Chislehurst, Pett s Wood, 
Farnborough, Knockholt Pound, Dunton 
Green and Riverhead.
Darent Valley route (26.75km; 337.3m 
ascent) — from Chislehurst via Swanley, 
Lullingstone, Otford, Dunton Green and 
Riverhead.
East (south of the Thames) — 
Gravesend (51.80km; 599.5m ascent)
Hungerford Bridge, Bermondsey, Southwark 
Park, Deptford, Greenwich Observatory, 
Oxleas Wood, Welling, Old Bexley, 
Joyden’s Wood, Sutt on-at-Hone, Southfl eet, 
Rosherville, and the Pocahontas statue.


